# Part I. Social Problems—Personal Troubles or Public Issues?

## Visual Essay I. Seeing Problems Sociologically

### 1. Sociology and the Study of Social Problems

- Using Our Sociological Imagination
- What Is a Social Problem?
  - *The Negative Consequences of Social Problems*
  - *Objective and Subjective Realities of Social Problems*
- Taking a World View: A Social Constructionist Approach to AIDS in Africa
- *The History of Social Problems*

## Main Points

- Internet and Community Exercises
Part II. The Bases of Inequality

Visual Essay II. “Invisible” Dividing Lines

2. Social Class and Poverty

   What Does It Mean to Be Poor?
   - The Federal Definitions of Poverty
   - Who Are the Poor?

   Sociological Perspectives on Social Class and Poverty
   - Functionalist Perspective
   - Conflict Perspective

   In Focus: Who Has the Real Power?
   - Feminist Perspective
   - Interactionist Perspective

   The Consequences of Poverty
   - Health and Health Care
   - Food Insecurity and Hunger
   - Lack of Affordable Housing

   Voices in the Community: Stephen Bradberry

   Responding to Class Inequalities
   - U.S. Welfare Policy

   Taking a World View: Child Care in Europe
   - When Time Limits Run Out
   - Changing the Definition—Redefining the Poverty Line
   - Earned Income Tax Credit

   **Main Points**
   - **Internet and Community Exercises**

3. Race and Ethnicity

   Defining Race and Ethnicity
   - Patterns of Racial and Ethnic Integration

   Taking a World View: Caste Discrimination in India

   In Focus: Japanese American Internment Camps

   Sociological Perspectives on Inequalities Based on Race and Ethnicity
   - Functionalist Perspective
   - Conflict Perspective
   - Feminist Perspective
   - Interactionist Perspective

   The Consequences of Racial and Ethnic Inequalities
   - Income and Wealth
   - Education
4. Gender

Sociological Perspectives on Gender Inequality

- Functionalist Perspective
- Conflict and Feminist Perspectives
- Interactionist Perspective

The Consequences of Gender Inequality

- Occupational Sex Segregation
- Income Inequality
- Educational Attainment

In Focus: The Pay Gap Between College Educated Men and Women

Taking a World View: Violence Against Women

Responding to Gender Inequalities

- Feminist Movements and Social Policies
- Title IX

Voices in the Community: Bernice R. Sandler

5. Sexual Orientation

Sociological Perspectives on Sexual Orientation and Inequality

- Functionalist Perspective
- Conflict and Feminist Perspectives
- Interactionist Perspective

Sexual Orientation and Inequality

- U.S. Legislation on Homosexuality
- The Rights and Recognition of Same-sex Couples
- Employment

In Focus: Gay Friendly Campuses
Responding to Sexual Orientation Inequalities

Family Legislation

Voices in the Community: Gay and Lesbian Families at the White House Egg Roll

Military Service

Taking a World View: Gay Military Service Policies

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises

6. Age and Aging

Our Aging World

Taking a World View: Aging in China

Sociological Perspectives on Age, Aging, and Inequality

Functionalist Perspective
Conflict Perspective
Feminist Perspective
Interactionist Perspective

The Consequences of Age Inequality

Ageism
Age and Social Class
Health and Medical Care
Ageism in the Workplace

Responding to Age Inequalities

Social Security
Medicare

In Focus: Senior Political Power

Voices in the Community: Doris Haddock

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises

Part III. Our Social Institutions

Visual Essay III. What Is a Family?

7. Families

Myths of the Family

Sociological Perspectives on the Family
Functionalist Perspective
Conflict and Feminist Perspectives
Interactionist Perspective

Problems in the Family

Divorce
Taking a World View: The Family in Sweden
Violence and Neglect in the Family
Teen Pregnancies and Newborn Abandonment

In Focus: Teen Parenting and Education

The Problems of Time and Money

Community, Policy and Social Action

Family Medical Leave Act of 1993
Community Responses to Domestic Violence and Neglect
Teen Pregnancy and Infant Abandonment

Voices in the Community: Dawn Geras

Supporting Different Family Forms

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises

8. Education

The New Educational Standard
Sociological Perspectives on Education

Functionalist Perspective
Conflict Perspective
Feminist Perspective
Interactionist Perspective

Taking a World View: Educational Tracking and Testing in Japan

Problems and Challenges in American Education

The Problem of Basic Literacy
Inequality in Educational Access and Achievement
Violence and Harassment in Schools

Community, Policy, and Social Action

Policy Responses—The Basis for Educational Reform
Promoting Educational Opportunities—Head Start

In Focus: No Child Left Behind and Standardized Testing

Mentoring, Supporting, and Valuing Networks

Voices in the Community: Wendy Kopp

Antiviolence Programs in Schools
Does Having a Choice Improve Education?

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises
9. Work and the Economy

The Changing Nature of Work

In Focus: The Economic and Social Impacts of Deindustrialization

Sociological Perspectives on Work

Functionalist Perspective
Conflict Perspective
Feminist Perspective
Interactionist Perspective

Problems in Work and the Economy

Unemployment and Underemployment
The Problem of Globalization
Contingent or Temporary Workers
A Livable Wage

Taking a World View: Mexico

A Hazardous and Stressful Workplace
Discrimination at the Workplace
U.S. Garment Industry and Sweatshop Labor

Community, Policy and Social Action

Federal Policies
Expanding Employment Opportunities for Women
Worker-Friendly Businesses—Conducting Business a Different Way

Voices in the Community: Judy Wicks
Organized and Fighting Back

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises

10. Health and Medicine

Sociological Perspectives of Health, Illness, and Medicine

Functionalist Perspective
Conflict Perspective
Feminist Perspective
Interactionist Perspective

Health Inequalities

Gender
Social Class
Education

Other Health Care Problems

The Rising Cost of Health Care
Inequalities in Health Insurance

Community, Policy and Social Action

Health Care Reform
State Health Care Reforms
State Children’s Health Insurance Program
11. The Media

Sociological Perspectives on the Media
- Functionalist Perspective
- Conflict Perspective
- Feminist Perspective
- Taking a World View: Women’s Feature Service, New Delhi, India
- Interactionist Perspective

The Media and Social Problems
- The Digital Haves and Have Nots
- Media Indecency
- Do the Media Control Our Lives?

In Focus: Moral Panic, Cyberporn, and Online Predators
- Do You Trust the News Media?

Community, Policy, and Social Action
- Federal Communications Commission and the
  Telecommunications Act of 1996
- Who Is Watching the Media?
- Voices in the Community: Geena Davis
- Media Literacy and Awareness

Part IV. Our Physical and Social Worlds

Visual Essay IV. Drug Legacy

12. Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Sociological Perspectives on Drug Abuse
- Functionalist Perspective
- Conflict Perspective
13. Crime and Criminal Justice

Sociological Perspectives on Crime
   Functionalist Perspective
   Conflict Perspective
   Feminist Perspective
   Interactionist Perspective

Types of Crime
   Violent Crime
   Property Crime
   Juvenile Delinquency
   White-Collar Crime

The Inequalities of Crime—Offenders and Victims
   Offenders
   Victims

Our Current Response to Crime
   The Police

Taking a World View: Policing in Brazil
### 14. Cities and Suburbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Urban Sociology and Demography</th>
<th>000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Processes of Urbanization and Suburbanization</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Population Composition</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking a World View: Global Urbanization and Population Growth</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociological Perspectives on Urbanization</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionalist Perspective</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict and Feminist Perspectives</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactionist Perspective</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Consequences of Urbanization and Suburbanization</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affordable Housing</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Household Crowding</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substandard Housing</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homelessness</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gentrification</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Sprawl and Commuting</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Focus: Living Car Free</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community, Policy, and Social Action</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renewal Communities, Empowerment Zones, and Enterprise Communities</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voices in the Community: Magic Johnson</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Revitalization Demonstration Program: Hope VI</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creating Sustainable Communities</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing and Homelessness Programs</td>
<td>000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Main Points**
- **Internet and Community Exercises**
15. The Environment

Environmental Problems Are Human Problems
Sociological Perspectives on Environmental Problems
  Functionalist Perspective
  Conflict Perspective
  Feminist Perspective
  Interactionist Perspective
Social Problems and the Environment
  Global Warming
  Air Quality
  Hazardous Waste Sites and Brownfields
  Taking a World View: Home Sweet Landfill
  Water Quality
  Our Water Supply
  Land Conservation and Wilderness Protection
Community, Policy, and Social Action
  Federal Responses
  State and Local Responses
  Environmental Interest Groups
  In Focus: The 100-Mile Diet
  Grassroots Movements
  Radical Environmentalists
  College and University Sustainability
  Voices in the Community: Chad Pregracke

Main Points

互联网和社区练习

Note

16. War and Terrorism

Defining Terrorism and War
  Terrorism
  A Brief History of U.S. Conflicts
Sociological Perspectives on War and Terrorism
  Functionalist Perspective
  Conflict Perspective
  Feminist Perspective
  Interactionist Perspective
The Problems of War and Terrorism
  Domestic Terrorism
  The Impact of War and Terrorism
Part V. Individual Action and Social Change

Visual Essay V. Thanks to Student Activists . . .

17. Social Problems and Social Action

Social Problems and Their Solutions
Understanding Social Movements
How Do Social Movements Begin?
How Have Reform Movements Made a Difference?
Making the Last Connection

Main Points

Internet and Community Exercises

References

Credits

Glossary/Index

About the Author
During the 2008 presidential campaign, most Americans identified the economy, health care, and the U.S.-Iraq war as our most important social problems. (It is worth noting that the list is relatively unchanged from the 2004 presidential campaign.) When surveyed, individuals explained that they were supporting a particular candidate because of how well they thought he or she would handle these issues.

Although social problems are an important part of our lives, even determining the outcome of presidential elections, many still do not understand the problems we face. Perhaps you are like the many students in my classroom who have never met a homeless person, never been a victim of a violent crime, or never experienced discrimination. How much do you really know about homelessness, violent crime, or discrimination?

I wrote this text with two goals in mind: to offer a better understanding of social problems and to begin working toward real solutions. In the pages that follow, I present three connections to achieve these goals. The first connection is the one between sociology and the study of social problems. Using your sociological imagination (which you'll learn more about in Chapter 1), you will be able to identify the social and structural forces that determine our social problems. I think you'll discover that this course will be interesting, challenging, and sometimes frustrating. After you review these different social problems, you may ask, “What can be done about all this?” The second connection that will be made is between social problems and their solutions. In each chapter, we will review selected social policies along with innovative community programs that attempt to address or correct these problems. The final connection is the one that I ask you to make yourself: recognizing the social problems in your community and identifying how you can be part of the solution. To assist your learning, this text includes a variety of special features.

- *A focus on the basis of social inequalities.* Throughout the text, we will examine how race and ethnicity, gender, social class, sexual orientation, and age determine our life chances. Chapters 2 through 6 focus on the bases of social inequality and how each contributes to our experience of social problems.
- *A focus on social policy and social action.* Each chapter includes a discussion on relevant social policies or programs. In addition, each chapter highlights how individuals or groups have made a difference in their community. The text concludes with a chapter titled “Social Problems and Social Action” that identifies ways you can become more involved.
- *Voices in the Community.* The chapters include personal stories from people attempting to make a difference in their community. Some of these stories come from...
professionals in their field; others come from ordinary individuals who accomplish extraordinary things. For example, in Chapter 4, you’ll be introduced to Bernice R. Sandler, the woman behind Title IX, and in Chapter 13, Max Kenner, student founder of the Bard Prison Initiative, an educational program for prisoners.

- What Does It Mean to Me? and Internet and Community Exercises. Each chapter includes questions or activities that can be completed by small student groups or on your own. Some of the exercises ask you to reflect on the material in the chapter. But many of the exercises require you to collect data and information on what is going on in your own state, city, or campus. These exercises take you out of the classroom, away from the textbook, and into your community!

- Taking a World View. In this boxed feature, social problems are examined from a global perspective. We will look at Japan’s educational tracking system (Chapter 8), Mexico’s maquiladora (Chapter 9), and India’s all female international news organization (Chapter 11).

I wanted to write a book that captured the experiences that I’ve shared with students in my own social problems course. I sensed the frustration and futility that many felt by the end of the semester—imagine all those weeks of discussing nothing else but “problems”! I decided that my message about the importance of understanding social problems should be complemented with a message on the importance of taking social action.

Social action doesn’t just happen in Washington, D.C., or in your state’s capital, and political leaders aren’t the only ones engaged in such efforts. Social action takes place on your campus, in your neighborhood, in your town, in whatever you define as your “community.” I knew that there were stories to be told by ordinary people—community, church, business, or student leaders—who recognized that they had the power to make a difference in the community. Each semester, I brought these individuals into the classroom to share their stories, but also to illustrate that despite the persistence of many social problems, members of our community have not given up. Their stories inspired me and my students to find our own paths to social action.

I hope that by the time you reach the end of this text, with your newfound sociological imagination, you will find your own path to social action. Wherever it leads you, good luck.
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